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From the MP Editor
Jeanine Schollmeyer

This magazine contains a lot of firsts for me. This is my first time being an editor,
building a magazine and the first time I've been a director in any sort of club. I'm also pretty new the
Morab breed. I bought my first Morab in February of 2010. When I heard 'editor', I thought I'd be
checking stories for errors and such. Being the Morab Perspective editor is so much more than that. It's
putting together different information, ads, stories and photos. My computer didn't like the template I was
sent so I've found myself building pages to house the articles and trying to match the style and keep the
magazine as attractive as it has been in the past. I hope I have come close to that. Might I add 'Hats off' to
the previous editors. This is waaay more difficult than I had anticipated and you have always made it look
so good.
Thank you Jane for the initial 'hand holding' while I began to build this inaugural online magazine.
Congratulations to the new members of the Board of Directors and a hearty thanks to those returning
directors who have switched chairs.

Thanks to everyone who contributed articles, ads and information about our wonderful Morabs.
Please send your stories/photos/ information to: morabperspective@yahoo.com

On the Front Cover
This photo was taken by Photographer John Maniaci and was featured in the Midwest Horse Fair
Facebook website. It was also used to announce Midwest Horse Fair 2013 Theme "Horses and Heroes".
This (in my opinion) is great free press for our Magnificent Morabs.
Pictured (left to right) is Sara Licht on "Raindrops on Roses", Jeanine Schollmeyer with "Jericho's Thee
Senor" and Gail Rentmeester on "SW Abednego".
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View From the Chair
Jane Licht

This is our first mainly electronic Morab
Perspective. I thank new MP editor Jeanine Schollmeyer for putting it together and for those who
contributed stories and photos. With the cost of printing and postage going up, this seems to be the trend
for so many publications. Our driving club has used this method for years and it seems to work quite
well. All of the publication are archived on the website so you can always go back and look at past
issues. (You can also have a paper copy sent to you from Registrar Karen Smith for $8. If you wish to
have a paper copy, send your check to IMBA, 24 Bauneg Beg Road, Sandford ME 04073.)
Another trend I have noticed recently is that folks are proud to breed and own Morabs  but  they  don’t  
always bother to get them registered. I think this is a real mistake. Our rates are very reasonable and
registration add tremendously to your large investment in maintaining a horse. From the beginning of
horse registries up to the present, it is important to be able to prove heritage, especially the sire, dam, and
grandsires and granddams. This information must be officially recorded in order for it to be meaningful
and trustworthy.
Please help get the word out about our reliable and professional International Morab Registry. Registrar
Karen Smith will be glad to help you and answer your questions at imba@morab-imba.com or 866-6672246.
We have a great IMBA Board of Directors this year – Linda Konichek from Eagle, Wisconsin, Denise
Schneider from Brookneal, Virginia, Deb Anthony from Rochester, Minnesota, Jeanine Schollmeyer from
Marshall, Wisconsin, and Karen Smith from Sanford, Maine. I live in McFarland, Wisconsin. Feel free
to look us up if you are ever in our areas.
The  Region  4  Morab  Show  will  again  be  held  by  Linda  and  Wendy  Konichek’s  Jericho  Creek  
Productions, Inc. The location is the very fine Jefferson County Fairgrounds in Jefferson, Wisconsin, and
the dates are September 1st and 2nd (Labor Day weekend). Quite a few horse people come and camp
overnight to take in both days, which are actually two different shows with two different judges. Can you
imagine a large indoor arena that is filled with beautiful Morabs? This is an open show but there are a
number of Morab classes as well as classes for Morgans and Arabians. Despite the sluggish economy,
this show has remained rock solid for years. It continues to be very popular because of the good
organization and friendly tone set by the managers – Linda and Wendy. Congratulations to them for their
success and for this brilliantly effective method of promoting our fantastic breed of horses.
Perhaps someday there will be a horse show in your area that highlights the Morab horse. Perhaps YOU
will be the one to make it happen.
Enjoy your Morabs!
Jane Licht
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ROCKING L ACRES NEWS
By Jane Licht
McFarland, WI

We have had a terrible drought in southern Wisconsin. Along with the drought came extreme heat
with temperatures	
  in	
  the	
  high	
  90’s	
  and	
  even	
  breaking	
  100	
  degrees,	
  which	
  is	
  so	
  unusual	
  for	
  us.	
  	
  
However, as I write we are enjoying a wonderful rainfall with more showers in the forecast. The
corn crop is beyond saving but perhaps this will bring back the hay crop.
Our horses, cats and rabbits have all survived the heat. Wes has managed to train horses and give
riding and driving lessons, often early in the day. We have quite a bit of shade and a cool breeze
now and then really helps.
Back in April for the Midwest Horse Fair, the
weather was actually cool and breezy. It was
one of the most fun-filled fairs in memory
because of the great Morab people and their
horses and their many helpers who all
participated. Linda Konichek wrote one of
her best scripts ever for the Morab
Linda Konichek at the Morab display

Demonstration and daughter Wendy edited it
down to a manageable size. We were

disappointed that the new fair management would not permit her to name the participants and give
them credit for all their hard work. But audience appreciation made up for it and we all had a great
time. Our horses all performed very well and made
us proud of this great breed of horses.
Friends from New Zealand visited us in May and
they thoroughly enjoyed the carriage ride that Wes
gave them through the streets of the Village of
McFarland. Wes has been using Gracie and Rosali,
his half-sister Palomino Pair sired by Topaz. He still
uses the black bays, Lady and Lena, as back-up.
Keelin and Rosali wait for Morab demo to begin.
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Wes used the Palominos for giving
rides for our young friend Keelin
Kelley’s	
  graduation	
  party.	
  	
  Keelin is
one	
  of	
  our	
  “horse	
  daughters”	
  who	
  
started taking lessons with Wes at
the age of ten and continued
helping out on the farm through
high school. In her senior year she
signed	
  up	
  for	
  the	
  school’s	
  work	
  
learn program where she had
regular hours and got some real
money from her employer (Wes) for her considerable efforts. Keelin, a very experienced rider, also
learned to drive Rosali and performed with her in the Morab Demo at the Midwest Horse Fair. Wes
will certainly miss Keelin when she goes to college in the fall.
Our	
  good	
  friends	
  and	
  neighbors,	
  the	
  Swenson’s,	
  invited	
  us	
  to	
  their	
  daughter	
  Emily’s	
  college	
  
graduation party. These kind folks let us use their trails for winter sleigh rides and Wes wanted to
do something special for them. He provided carriage rides that were a real hit with young and old
at the party.
Wes has a new crop of young riders
learning the ropes. Wes does not
just teach riding lessons, but what
he really teaches is horsemanship.
That is, learning how to deal with all
aspects of the horse – everything
you need to know to take care of a
horse in a manner that is best for
them and gives you the most
enjoyment. Some of the lessons
have been cancelled due to extreme

L to R: Deb, Sophie and Wes

heat, but Lady, Gracie and a new horse Cassie, have all been providing lots of good, confidence
building experiences for young riders. Wes will put a saddle on
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L to R: Wes, Sophie and Deb

L to R: Deb, Sophie and Wes

Ranger and ride with them on our
little trail system around the pond.
They may see a great blue heron or a
deer and it gives them a change in
scenery from the arena and the
pasture.
Wes competed with Rosali at the
Columbus Horse and Carriage Festival
in June. Wes and Rosali won two
obstacle classes and placed well in the

ring classes. Rosali just keeps improving with each event experience.
Wes	
  was	
  invited	
  to	
  lead	
  the	
  Young	
  Driver’s	
  Camp	
  in	
  Michigan	
  this	
  year.	
  	
  He	
  and	
  daughter	
  Sara	
  made	
  
the long trek and had a great time with the young people and adult mentors at the camp. Both Wes
and	
  Sara	
  had	
  participated	
  in	
  the	
  ADS	
  Young	
  Drivers’	
  Camp	
  in	
  Wisconsin	
  in	
  2009	
  and	
  were	
  very	
  
prepared for the Michigan camp. Wes will also be an instructor and mentor at the 2012 Young
Driver’s	
  Camp	
  to	
  be	
  held	
  in	
  Fitchburg, Wisconsin, the weekend of July 27-29.
My horsey sister Deb Knoll from Iowa, visited us in July and brought with her our eleven year-old
niece Sophie. Wes, Deb and Sophie rode the trails early in the morning before the heat of the day.
As is my custom, I was happy taking photos of their trail rides to capture the memory.
A couple weddings are planned in August and September where Gracie and Rosali will pull the
wedding carriage. We always look forward to the Villa Louis Carriage Classic at Prairie du Chien in
September. We hope you are enjoying your Morabs. We have been enjoying ours, despite the heat,
all spring and summer.
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Transitions Stable News
By Jeanine Schollmeyer
Marshall, WI
Yes, my little three stall farm has a name. Since I enjoy Dressage and the things around my place
are always changing, the name "Transitions" seems appropriate. Things with my two horses are
changing as well. My purebred Arabian "Mysterys Bayraven" and I have finally earned his
WDHA Legion of Merit! It took us longer than usual do to family illnesses and other delays, but
in June of this year at the Badger Show in Jefferson WI, we finally earned the last points we
needed to obtain this prestigious award. I'm very
proud of Raven. He's been a fascinating horse to
be around for the last fifteen years. Now after all
these years on the A show circuit, I'm taking him
off of it so I can start showing my newest addition
at them.

My newest horse Dash (Jericho's Thee Senor) is
my first Morab, I got him from Jericho Creek
Mystery's Bayraven and Jeanine
Farms in February of 2010. He's interesting and quite funny. The little guy make me laugh every
day with his antics. At 14.2. he's shorter than my Arab Raven, who is 15.1. Dash is four so he
may grow a bit yet, but I can't see him reaching 15 hands. Which is okay, because the older I
get, the closer to the ground I want to be, especially since I'm not made of rubber anymore. Sadly
the days that I could take a tumble off my pony
going 90 mph and not feel it the next day are long
gone.
This year was Dash's second year performing with
the Morab group at the Midwest Horse Fair and I'm
so proud of him I could bust. The biggest surprise
was the fair photographer capturing the moment
that is on the front cover. I feel that photo -with its
three beautifully turned out Morabs- perfectly
illustrates the multitalented Morab breed.
Jericho's Thee Senor and Jeanine

Dash loves performing tricks and is always interested in learning more. His signature trick is the
pirouette, where he spins, with one front foot in the air, moving his hindquarters around the pivot
point provided by his other front foot. He will do this in a complete circle. Dash's under saddle
schooling is progressing nicely too and next year I hope to start showing him under saddle at
more open shows and maybe in a Class A show or two.
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UNDERSTANDING YOUR DRIVING HORSE
(From the ADS Manual for Young Drivers)
The horse is naturally a prey animal living in a herd and depends on the herd to stay alive.
Living in the wild, the herd leader is usually an older mare who constantly looks out for danger,
disciplines the youngsters, decides where to eat and drink and when to move on. She may call to
the others by using a whinny but body language and movement is most important to horses.
The herd leader is not necessarily the biggest or the strongest, but the one with the strongest
personality. She may pin her ears back at an unruly youngster who is not listening to her
directions. That is a warning that the horses in the herd will immediately take notice of. They
know it could be followed up with a swift kick so a word to the wise is all that is needed. She
may toss her head at the youngster, clearly showing her superiority over him. On the other
hand, if the youngster begins to stray, she will not rest until he has safely returned to the herd.
With her side vision, she can detect motion on both sides of her head and for long distances. She
can immediately identify and distinguish a predator from a prey animal by their movements. Her
sense of smell is also well developed. As soon as she has identified a possible source of danger
she will start running away from it with the herd following her. A stallion may follow up at the
rear but his main objective is to keep other stallions from stealing his mares.
Within the herd, each horse will have a certain social status. After the herd leader, there may be
another mare who is second from the top, another who is third, and so on, with the yearlings at
the bottom of the order. The little foals are given more kindly and generous treatment. The foals
and other young horses may display a chewing motion with their heads down, which is their way
of  saying  to  the  other  horses,  “yes  you  have  higher  status  and  I  am  no  threat  to  you.”    (The  young  
stallions are barely tolerated and eventually run off in their own little herd with the braver ones
attempting to steal mares from other herds.) If the herd leader is no longer able to lead, there
will be a bit of chaos until the new herd leader has established herself, and then calm will be
restored to the herd. Even with domesticated horses, the pecking order of the herd is easy to
observe by the way they line up when it is time to feed.
So what does all this information mean to the horse owner? The human owner must be the
strong,  steady  leader  determined  to  protect  his  “herd”  (that  may  only  consist  of  one  or  two  horses  
and himself) from all the perceived dangers in the environment, such as manhole covers,
puddles,  mailboxes  and  “horse-eating”  rocks.    The  horse  may  not  have  as  large  a  brain  as  the  
human,  but  he  is  very  good  at  evaluating  his  owner’s  emotional  state.    If  the  human  owner  does  
not take the confident leadership role, he will challenge the owner for it.
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The  human  owner  should  be  the  horse’s  teacher  and  the  horse  should  respect  the  higher  status  of  
the teacher. The horse owner needs to establish a calm environment where learning can occur.
He  needs  to  build  up  the  horse’s  confidence  and  earn  the  horse’s  trust.
Dominance should be established without using fear or rough methods that are counterproductive. Instead, he should use gestures of dominance such as moving towards the horse
confidently and before the horse makes the first move. The horse owner should be observant and
quick  to  stop  the  horse  if  he  tries  to  invade  the  owner’s  space  or  charge  out  ahead.    When  raised  
from a foal, the owner can imprint when he is young and then handle him daily so that he always
thinks of the human owner as being the leader. If the opportunity to raise the horse from a foal
was  not  possible,  the  owner  should  learn  as  much  about  the  horse’s  history  as  possible.
If the owner purchased a horse that someone else has trained, he should find out all he can about
his training history. Some handling, riding and driving lessons with an experienced instructor
who can teach people as well as horses is always a good idea. The horse owner needs to
develop skill and confidence so that the horse senses that he is in good hands.
It is important to be very specific and very clear about what you want the horse to do and
communicate it in a way that the horse can understand. Then as soon as the horse begins to
perform the desired task, praise is lavished on him in the form of gentle words and petting in his
favorite spots. This is the reinforcement the horse needs to learn. As each task is learned, it is
repeated in a calm atmosphere until the horse is relaxed and comfortable.
Mares generally are more resistant to accepting you as leader than stallions or geldings but once
they do they tend to be consistently loyal. Some horses seem to be born wanting to please while
others will challenge you constantly. Every horse has a unique personality, likes and dislikes
that you need to discover and use to your advantage. Some horses may have physical limitations
due to poor conformation or injury. Some may have been abused and will never bond with
people. Most horses can, with the proper training, become good carriage horses.
Horses are a product of their environment, developing as grazers on the open plains. Their long
necks and heads for reaching grass and leaves, lengthy digestive system for handling all that
cellulose, and motion sensitive eyes are important adaptations. They are heavier in front with
long straight front legs and powerful, muscular hind legs to propel them forward. Their necks
are used for balance and movement.
Horses were not designed for pulling carriages; they must learn how to do this efficiently and
effectively, training their muscles and mind to perform the task without injury. The key is that
the horse willingly accepts the bit, reaches for it and lets the energy flow from his powerful hind
quarters that he learns to tuck under his body. His neck is rounded and his head nearly
perpendicular to the ground. His back is fairly flat and his belly line is relatively short. He is
coiled up like a spring on both ends. A horse that is avoiding the bit by either sticking his head
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above or below it simply cannot pull a carriage properly. Here follows are illustrations showing
the profiles of horses above, behind and on the bit.
This horse is holding his head above the bit, making his back hollow and tense. The hind legs
cannot swing freely under
his body, putting more
weight on the front legs,
making him front-heavy.
The neck has a bulging
bottom line, indicating an
improper headset.

This horse is holding his head behind
the bit, causing the back to be rigid
because of the cramped neck and
head. The hind legs cannot swing
under and instead, push all the weight
onto the forehand. The front leg
movement is restricted because of
weight and the cramped neck. He
tends  to  “fall  forward”  and  take  short,
quick steps to try to find his balance.
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This horse is correctly on the
bit. More weight is balanced
on his hind legs. His back is
stretched, his bottom line is
shortened, his hind end is
coiled, he has greater
movement and seems to be
traveling  “uphill.”    His  
movement appears light and
easy.
In order to achieve this body
frame,  the  horse’s  spine  must  
be relaxed and stretched to
allow every joint to move
freely. Through proper
training,  the  horse’s  
hindquarters and back will increase in strength. This shift in weight to the rear as well as the
horse  reaching  for  the  bit  is  called  “collection.”    It  may  take  years  for  a  green  horse  to  achieve  
true collection, but it is definitely a worthy goal.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contact: Christina Koliander
www.morganhorse.com

chris@morganhorse.com
June 20, 2012

(802) 985-4944 ext. 402

JOIN AMHA'S HALF MORGAN COMPETITION PROGRAM FOR THE 2012 SHOW SEASON

SHELBURNE, VT—The month of June means summertime and show season! If you compete with a half
Morgan, consider joining the American Morgan Horse Association's (AMHA) Half Morgan Competition
Program (HCMP). This allows horses with a registered Morgan sire or dam to be eligible for awards and
recognition from AMHA.
The program, which is in its first year, is divided into five distinct divisions: Open Show, Dressage,
Carriage/CDE, Eventing, and Endurance/Competitive Trail. Horses are accepted in the program with an
initial enrollment fee, with nominal renewal fees annually thereafter.
The sire or dam of the half Morgan must be registered with AMHA and the name must be known and will be
verified. Full-blooded Morgans are ineligible for this program. All horses, owners, and those who compete
with the horse must be AMHA members. Points are accumulated following each competition and submitted
for year-end awards in each division.
For more information on this exciting new program, visit www.morganhorse.com/competitions/hmcp or
contact Taylor Royals at AMHA, (802) 985-4944 ext. 401, email taylor@morganhorse.com.
Founded in 1909, the American Morgan Horse Association is a non-profit organization serving more than
50,000 Morgan horse owners, breeders, exhibitors, and enthusiasts throughout the United States. AMHA
serves as a parent organization to more than 90 recognized Morgan horse clubs and national service
organizations.
For more information on America’s original horse breed, contact the American Morgan Horse Association,
Inc., 4066 Shelburne Road, Suite 5, Shelburne, Vermont 05482; (802) 985-4944; www.morganhorse.com.

American Morgan Horse Association ▪ 4066 Shelburne Road, Suite 5 ▪ Shelburne, Vermont 05482 ▪ (802) 985-4944 ▪ FAX (802) 985-8897
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Jim and Ronna Messier
446 Messier Rd. Franklin, VT 05457
Phone: 802-285-2202
Email: hmfarm@franklinvt.net

MORAB GELDING FOR SALE

www.HalfMoonFarmVT.com

Half Moons Eclipse

MORAB GELDING FOR SALE
Freedoms Independence Spark
7/31/02, Black Bay, 14.2 plus
(Washita Spitfire x Two "C" Steel Magnolia)
3/4 Morgan , 1/4 Arabian
Broke to walk/trot/canter. On the bit on his
own , great dressage horse prospect.

3/21/00, Grey
(Spectrum Rising Star x AGR
Myra)
50% Morgan , 50%Arabian

Leg yields, ridden on trail and on the road
safely. Loves to show. Bathes, trailers,
ARABIAN MARE FOR SALE
ties.
Forever
All
shots, Sunset,
worming5/31/98,
and hoof14.2
careHH
are up
(Forever
Knight
x
PK
Black
Satin)
to date.
Broke to walk/trot/canter. Uses a bit
but was trained with a gentle
hackamore , which is what she prefers.
Been ridden on trail and on the road
safely
MORGAN MARE FOR SALE
Baths , trailers, ties. All shots , worming
and hoof
are
Rocky
Topcare
Snow
Irisup to date.

MORAB GELDING FOR SALE
Half Moons Midnight Glory
7/10/08, Black
(LM Black Powder x Half Moons
Raisa)
50% Morgan , 50%Arabian

2/21/97, Chestnut
(Lipdon King Neptune x Paramount
Revlon)
MORAB COLT FOR SALE

MORAB GELDING FOR SALE

Half Moons Chisholm

Half Moons Aswad Kahil

5/10/10, Dark Bay
(LM Black Powder x Gentleman's Devoted
Dixie)
75% Morgan , 25%Arabian

6/16/07, Black
(LM Black Powder x Half Moons Raisa)
50% Morgan , 50%Arabian
ARABIAN GELDING FOR SALE
Half Moons Majestic Amir

7/23/08, Bay
(Half Moons Amir Fadl x HMF Starziz
Aarona) Many other Morabs, Morgans and Arabians For Sale, please contact us for more information.
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International  Morab  Breeders’  Association  Membership  Application
Join from September 16 - January 31 and receive $5.00 off your membership.
Membership Year ______________
New Membership________ Renewal Membership #_____________
___ Individual Breeder or Owner Membership $35 (1 vote)
___ Three-year Individual Breeder or Owner Membership $80, After 1-31 $90 (1 vote)
___ Lifetime Membership $400 paid within the year (1 vote)
___ Family Membership $45 (2 votes, Includes all youth 18 years old and under.)
___ Three-year Family Membership $100, After 1-31 $120 (2 votes, Includes all youth 18 years old and under.)
___ Associate Membership Individual $30 (No vote)
___ Youth Individual $15 (No vote)
___ Youth Family $15 Includes all youth in a family 18 years old and under. (No vote)

Name(s)_______________________________________________________________________________________
Youth Name(s)__________________________________________________________________________________
Address, City, State, Zip___________________________________________________________________________
Farm Name____________________________________________________________________________________
Phone___________________________________ Email:___________________________________
Website:_______________________________________________________________________________________
___Please do not include my contact information in any IMBA publications

Voting Applicants Please Complete This!
A Morab you own: Reg.# _________Name_______________________________
Do you have a Morab stallion? ______ # _______
Do you have a Morab mare? ________ # _______

Have you produced Morab foals? ____ # _______
What will your Morab breeding objectives be? _______________________
Signed _________________________________________Date____________

Payable in US Funds or with
PayPal account
imba@morab-imba.com
Return to: IMBA
24 Bauneg Beg Road
Sanford, ME 04073

Other IMBA Member Services:







Farm Link on the IMBA website FREE for members; $15 year Non-members
Includes your information, short description and photo as a direct link to your personal website .
Farm Tour Webpage on the IMBA website $75 year (New) $50 year (Renewal)
For  people  who  don’t  have  their  own  website.  Your  own  personal  webpage  hosted  by  IMBA.  Includes  information  about
farm with multiple photos. Set-up and design included in price. No charge for updates.
Morab Stallion at Stud listing on the IMBA website with photo. No Charge for members.
Morgan or Arabian Stallion at Stud listing on the IMBA website $10 with photo
Morgan or Arabian Stallion at Stud listing on the IMBA website without photo No Charge for members.
Photo Classified / Marketplace Listing $25 year one color photo and short description.
Lifetime  Achievement  Awards  Program  (LAAP)  for  your  horses’ activities and events on and off the farm.
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2 Candidates for 2013 IMBA Board of Directors
Candidate #1
My name is Carol King, and my husband Joel and I live on an eight acre hobby farm in Freedom,
Wisconsin. My interest in Morabs began late in the 1970's, when I read an article about the breed in Horse
and Horseman magazine. There were none to be found in my area, so I purchased a young mare and bred
her to produce my first Morab, Windmere Magic.
I never intended to become a breeder, but my Morabs attracted a lot of interest from horse lovers, and I
ended up selling most of them. Windmere Morabs became recognized mostly due to the showring success
of Windmere Magic, who was purchased by Magic Hill Farm as a two-year-old. Gordon and Betty
Weyrauch owned and loved Magic for 21 years, when he passed away during a severe attack of colic.
Some other Windmere horses of note are Windmere Royal Topaz and Windmere Lady Omega, owned by
Wes and Jane Licht of McFarland, WI. I should also mention Windmere Mocha Royale and Windmere
Sparkler, two geldings who always had a fan club wherever they went. Over the past 30+ years, nearly 30
Morabs were born at Windmere Farm. Many of them are no longer with us, but they left their mark on the
Morab world.
My last foal was born in 2008, and we are not planning to breed any more at this time. Joel and I enjoy
the five Morabs we now own, but are not able to ride as much as we would like. However, I do have a
strong interest in preserving and promoting the wonderful and exceptional Morab breed. I served as an
IMBA Director in the past, and was instrumental in the formation of the organization. I believe my years
of interest in breeding and promoting Morabs uniquely qualifies me for consideration as a Director of
IMBA.
Candidate #2
My name is Jodi Olenski, I am 43 years old and live in Rhinelander, WI with my boyfriend of 9+ years. I
have owned a wonderful Morab Mare, Dessert Elegance ASF for the last 3 years. I have been in
management for over twenty years. I have managed restaurants; retail clothing stores and I am currently
an assistant manager at Drs Foster and Smith Retail Store in Rhinelander, WI.
I am on the board of directors at Horse Power Healing Center out of Eagle, Wisconsin and I have also
helped out at the Jericho Creek Productions Horse Show (formerly known as the Jefferson IMBA show)
for several years.
I am absolutely in love with the Morab breed and the more I learn about horses in general and ride other
horses,  I  realize  that  there  is  “no  other  horse”  that  I  would  rather  ride  than  a  Morab.  When  my  journey  
started  with  Morabs,  I  was  in  need  of  “something”  in  my  life, and to this day, even though there have
been  some  rough  times  between  me  and  my  mare,  I  truly  believe  that  she  “saved”  me.  
I have not ever been on the IMBA board before, however, it would be my honor to serve on the board and
help in whatever means needed.
My ultimate dream is to become a therapeutic riding instructor and work for Horse Power Healing Center.
I would like to have horses in my life on a daily basis.
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IMBA ANNUAL MEETING Agenda
November 3, 2012
7 AM Pacific Time
8 AM Mountain Time
9 AM Central Time
10 AM Eastern Time
If you are interested in joining the IMBA Annual Meeting by Conference Call, please contact IMBA
Executive Directory Karen Smith imba@Morab-imba.com or 866-667-2246
Call to Order
Take Attendance and Determine Quorum
Minutes of the Previous 2011 Meeting – as distributed by Karen Smith (Kerry Geear takes the 2012
minutes)
Officer and Committee Reports:
Treasurer’s  Report  given  by  Karen  Smith
Registrar’s  Report  given  by  Karen  Smith|
Webmasters report given by Wendy Konichek
Committee Reports:
Nominating Committee – Jane Licht
Futurity Committee – Linda Konichek
Youth Committee – Wendy Konichek
Awards Committee – Denise Schneider
Bylaws and Rules Committee – Jane Licht
National Promotions – Linda Konichek
Morab Perspective & Newsletter – Jeanine Schollmeyer
Online Show – Jane Licht
Old Business:
Registry Projects: Online pedigree database
New Business:
Meritorious Service Awards
Morab Horse of the Year
Other Business:
Establish committee for counting ballots
Counting of director ballots
Director’s  meeting  to  vote  on  officers
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